Music’s Parade
VILATUCADA JOVE
Mallorca, Baleares

Vilatucada Jove
Drums, bass drums, cymbals ...
From this matter rhythmic music comes out of the
hands of young people and youngsters.
“Vilafranquers” eager for party and music that, in the
hands of those who are now their “teachers,” follow in
their footsteps.
With rhythm and without pause, they leave as if they
had to reach the top, wanting to be seen and made
heard.

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Theater and puppets

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Theater of objects

XIP XAP
Cataluña

TIAN GOMBAU-L’HOME DIBUIXAT
C.Valenciana

Hamelí

Sabates noves

De Ramon Molins Marques

De Jordi Palet Puig

Hamelí explains the mysterious misfortune of a
town infested with rats. Only in our story the rats
do not come from outside, they have always
been there.

A child wears new shoes and goes to the river for
a snack. Along the way, he discovers the world
that surrounds him: streets, houses, landscapes,
people and animals. His shoes accumulate
experiences and he, little by little, grows. The size
of the shoes accompanies us over the years. The
size measures the foot, but also the age, the
experiences, the way we walk through life. The
days, the years and the shoe boxes go by. Small,
medium, large, ...

Thursday 17 at 17.00 h
THEATER
55 minutes
Recommended age + 4 years
Thursday 19 at 16.30h

www.xipxap.cat

https://vimeo.com/302446736
2019-FETEN-Premio Mejor Espectáculo Pequeño
Formato
2019-FIRA DE TEATRE DE TITELLES DE LLEIDADRAC D'OR a la mejor escenografía

ITINERANTE

Thursday 17 at 18.30 h

35 minutes
For all audiences

ES CREMAT
30 minutes
Recommended age + 3 years
www.homedibuixat.com

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Contemporary theater
CASTELLANO
LAJOVEN
Madrid

Gazoline
De Jordi Casanovas
Five young friends from the suburbs of Paris meet
to set someone important’s car on fire. A night
that will change their lives.

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Theater - Magic

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theater

CÍA.NACHO DIAGO
C.Valenciana

ÒRBITA PRODUCCIONS
Mallorca, Baleares

El misteriós cas de
Houidini i l’habitació
tancada

Amarg

De Nacho Diago

1916. Something happened that marked the life
of Harry Houdini; something he tried to hide. He
solved all the mysteries related to the
paranormal by giving a logical explanation to
each of them ... to all ... except one. THE
MYSTERIOUS CASE OF HOUDINI AND THE CLOSED
ROOM

https://ioutu.be/Sk-emr7URLs

Thursday 17 at 19.15 h

Thursday 17 at 21.00 h
INAUGURAL SHOW

POLIESPORTIU 1
80 minutes
Recommended age + 13 years

POLIESPORTIU 2
60 minutes
Recommended age + 6 years

www.lajovencompañia.com

www.nachodiago.com

De Rafel Gallego
The history?
The last night of Federico García Lorca on earth,
before being shot for his "modern" ideas.
But it is also the history of all the victims of a
reprisal, those persecuted or tortured for their
ideas; and that of those advanced to the times
that decided to live free and paid dearly for it.
The approach to myth, the poet, the traveller,
the playwright, the friend, to the lover and all
those who write, live and love with passion.

https://youtu.be/-2iJJhafxDg

Thursday 17 at 22.30 h
and at 23.30 h
ESTANC VELL
15 minutes
Recommended age + 13 years

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Theater

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Street and puppet theater

LA NEGRA
C.Valenciana

LA COMPANIIA DEL PRÍNCEP TOTILAU
Cataluña

Nautilus 20.000 llegües
de viatge submarí

El meu amic Brutus

De Diego Guill
"Nautilus" is a version of the classic adventure
novel "20,000 leagues of underwater travel" with
a current reading, committed and
environmentalist.
In short, the story that Julio Verne would tell
today.

Theater
FERRERET THEATER
Baleares

Contant Tirant

De Marc Hervàs

De Joanot Martorell, versionado por Catalina
Inès Florit y Margalida Amengual

We will see Brutus’s lifestyle shared with a group
of mountain peasants, happy and fun, who go
down to the city to sell their products. In this
parade, we will see how the children join in with
Brutus’s dance, fun and traditional games,
accompanied by live accordion music.
“My friend Brutus” it’s a funny street show, of
actors, musicians and puppets.

The knight Tirant is brave and courageous. His
heroic adventures have deserved fame and
kings and emperors claim their services as a
warrior. He seems invincible, but it is human and
he finds it inevitable to fall in love with the
beautiful Carmesina. For the first time, we hear
the story of the knight in the voice of
Plaerdemavida, the Maiden of Carmesina.

https://vimeo.com/338886260

Family show based on the adaptation of ‘Tirant
lo Blanc’, by Joanot Martorell.

Friday 18 at 17.45 h
Saturday 19 at12.00 h and at 19.15 h
Friday 18 at 17.00 h
and at 20.00 h
ES CREMAT
50 minutes
Recommended age + 5 years
www.a-mas.net

ITINERANTE
50 minutes
For all audiences
www.princeptotilau.cat

Friday 18 at 18.30 h
and at 20.00 h
SALÓ PARROQUIAL
45 minutes
Recommended age + 6 years
www.deferro.org

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Theater of objects

WORK IN PROGRESS
Circus and Theater

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Traveling street theater

EL PATIO
La Rioja

MOVIMENTS
Cataluña

CAMPI QUI PUGUI
Cataluña

Conservando memoria

Zoom

Pigs

De Izaskun Fernández y Julián Sáenz-López

De Cia. Moviments

De CQP Produccions

This trip is a game of questions to my
grandparents, my desire to keep them with me,
my personal pirouette to avoid the absence, my
tribute to four important people in my life, my
desire to keep their memory, to bottle it.
I do not want to close the tops of the boats, I
want to open them and that we look together
inside this trip that begins like that of my
grandparents, on a mountain of salt, and I do
not know where it ends.

From afar it seems comfortable, but if you get
closer you see how it destabilizes. The vibration is
there and different energies come together to
confuse but also to help. Two bodies find
themselves in a corner, at first sight distant. After
their path to get somewhere they will have to
face their most intimate thoughts. In one corner
one faces the need to choose and the
immensity of destiny. The possibility of choosing
between different paths, but also the
commitment of the individual path. The
conscious must contemplate the unconscious..

The 3 little pigs from the popular fairy tale grown
up and now they are ruling down the streets,
looking for a new house, teasing and making
jokes to the old wolf, who is trying to stop them. A
classic renewed full of fun and tenderness. With
these famous characters coming into real life in
the streets, everything turns into a game!

https://vimeo.com/288434316

Friday 18 at 19.30 h
Saturday 19 at 14.00 h
and at18.00 h
Sunday 20 at12.00 h

Friday 18 at 18.30 h
and at 21.30 h
CA SES MONGES
45 minutes
Recommended age + 10 years
www.ikebanah.es

Friday 19 at 19.15 h
Saturday 20 at 12.45 h
PARC PERE FONS
20 minutes
For all audiences
www.ciamoviments.com

ITINERANTE
55 minutes
For all audiences
www.cqpproduccions.com

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Theater
CASTELLANO
THEATER GORAKADA
País Vasco

Pinocchio
De Julio Salvatierra y Quique Diaz de Rada
The "Pinocchio" presented by the Basque
company is a force of nature, it is a true,
pragmatic and naughty kid Pinocchio, and at
the same time, intelligent and healthy. He will
have to fight both with himself, and against that
society that has so much to learn, and that he
will try to change.

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Puppets and music

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Clown

TÍTERES ETCÉTERA
Andalucia

COMPANYIA DE COMEDIANTS LA BALDUFA
Cataluña

Totolín-entredós

Bye Bye Confetti

De Enrique Lanz y Yanisbel Victoria Martínez

De La Baldufa

The concert is about to start, but an unexpected
event changes everything.
A touching history of love, linking music, circus,
puppets ...

Three clowns cry for the death of their leader,
Confetti: the absence of the father that used to
lead them is evident; the void he left seems
absolute, the lack of leadership feels uneasy,
overwhelms, mortifies… profound grief!
Should someone replace him?!
Once the time of sorrow is over, the hustle and
bustle to meet a new guide starts.
Bye bye, Confetti is a show of eccentric and
authentic clowns, where beating around the
bush is not allowed at all. Equal parts of humour
and love. But, more than that, it’s about surprise
and astonishment, in a place where the
audience and actors breathe the same
emotions.
https://ioutu.be/ZZ0mGURksJs

... and appealing to the smile.

https://vimeo.com/345703072
Friday 18 at 21.30 h
Saturday 19 at10.30 h

Friday 18 at 20.00 h
Saturday 19 at 12.00h
POLIESPORTIU 1
60 minutes
Recommended age + 5 years
www.gorakada.com

TEATRO
45 minutes
Recommended age + 6 years
www.a-mas.net

Friday 18 at 21.30 h
PATI ES CREMAT
55 minutes
Recommended age + 8 years
www.labaldufaTheater.com

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Clown
SENSE TEXT

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Dance
SENSE TEXT

GUILLEM ALBÀ
Cataluña

CIA.MADUIXA
C.Valenciana

Calma!

Lù

De Alícia Serrat, Marc Angelet, Andreu Martínez,
y Guillem Albà.

De Joan Santacreu & Paula Llorens

GUILLEM ALBÀ tells us, alone and without words,
a fact so complex and at the same time so daily:
haste. That "run all the time" in which we live
installed.
CALMA! is pure GUILLEM ALBÀ. His wild clown is
present, his poetry is not lacking, and his
optimistic and vital message finally becomes
something cathartic.

https://www.ioutube.com/watch?v=K8Vwr3PLdo
I&feature=ioutu.be
Friday 18 at 23.00 h
POLIESPORTIU 2
60 minutes
Recommended age + 12 years
www.a-mas.net

The leading actresses of this story live in a place
surrounded by land and poverty. They work and
work in the fields without rest. However, in order
to survive, they have turned work into a game,
because ... it is impossible to stop a child from
playing. This show is about the power of creativity
and imagination as a form of escape from the
cruelty and hardship of life. With “LÙ” we go
deep into dancing and plastic arts, to enjoy a
magical, creative and poetic show with the
family.
“LÙ” which means « path » in traditional Chinese,
combines contemporary dance, wit and
audiovisual elements. With this project, the
Maduixa company is committed to an intimate
show full of poetic images and feelings.
Premio Mostra Alcoi - Mejor espectáculo familiar

Saturday 19 at10.30 h
and at 13.30 h
POLIESPORTIU 3
40 minutes
Recommended age + 4 years
www.maduixacreacions.com

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Table puppets and projections
CENTRE DE TÍTERES DE LLEIDA
Cataluña

On vas, Moby Dick?
De Joan-Andreu Vallvé
The table puppets, the projection of animations
and the songs will get us into the story of the
great white whale: Moby Dick.
A free adaptation of the Herman Melville`s
classic, staged for the family audience.

Saturday 19 at 10.30
and at12.00 h
ES CREMAT
55 minutes
Recommended age of 6 to 11 years
www.Títereslleida.com

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Circo

PREMIER IN MALLORCA
Theater and music

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Music workshop

CIA.JÚLIA FARRERO
Cataluña

NO SOM TRES
Menorca. Baleares

ENGRUNES MUSICALS
Formentera. Baleares

Teia

Tango

De Júlia Farrero

De Justin Richardson y Peter Parnell.
Adaptación: Gemma Moll

Cinc plometes té el
plomer

Through the body and the wood I speak of my
memories, of me, of my godfather and of those
people with wrinkled hands and feet rooted in
the earth.
In a rustic context and with the Pyrenean
tradition of fallas as a source of inspiration, a
piece emerges between the movement and the
trapeze (or its symbolism) through a simple and
visual language. A show where the tradition and
the contemporary coexist, the rustic and the
most delicate, and that invites the audience to
be part of this ritual. A scenario under
construction where everything is transformed
and where through the imaginary they glimpse
the contradictions of the human being.
https://bit.ly/2kDao51

Saturday 19 at11.15 h
and at 17.15 h
PLAÇA DELS CENTENARIS
40 minutes
For all audiences

De Xènia Fuertes
A true story about 2 penguins who did everything
together: they walked together, sang to each
other, bowed to each other.

A suitcase full of songs, dances, textures and
colours to fly and connect with body, voice and
creativity at the rhythm of our hearts.

https://bit.ly/2k88eu1

Saturday 19 at12.00 h
and at 13.30 h
CA SES MONGES
40 minutes
For all audiences
https://www.nagemmaballaiconta.com/Theater

Saturday 19 at12.45 h
at 16.00h, at17.30 h,
and at 19.00 h
CEPA
35 minutes
Recommended age of 1 to 3 years
https://xeniafuertes.wordpress.com

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Theatrical concert
CENTIMETS TEATRE
Mallorca. Baleares

Centimets & Family
Band
De Irene Soler y Xisca Puigserver
Centimets Band is a band for children and
families, which repertoire is far from the children’s
music topics. The show is modern, dynamical,
lively and participative in which everyone feels
comfortable. This proposal will allow you to
attend a real concert, suitable for all the ages. A
dramatized concert where the magic of theatre
and music is the perfect combination! Different
characters are going to appear in the show. For
all that reasons, we invite you to play and to let
yourself be carried away by the fantasy and the
magic of the different stories we are going to tell
you. An emotional explosion!

Theater

Theater

LA IMPACIÈNCIA
Mallorca. Baleares

DUES CARES
Mallorca. Baleares

Minyonia d’un infant
orat

Vint dies de guerra

De Llorenç Riber y Salvador Oliva
Two humans, really very similar to people, have
the ambition to present and represent Llorenç
Riber's work. A show to live, see and become like
a little boy.

PLAZA MAJOR
60 minutes
For all audiences

"Vint dies de guerra" shows the small experiences
of those who suffered, in the first person, in those
August’s end of 1936 in the Levant of Mallorca.
Finalista Bòtil 2019

Https://vimeo.com/331060246
Premio Bòtil 2019

Saturday 19 at16.30 h
POLIESPORTIU 2
55 minutes
Recommended age +7 years

Saturday 19 at13.00 h

De Bartomeu Ferrer

Saturday 19 at18.30 h
and at 23.15 h
SALÓ PARROQUIAL
55 minutes
Recommended age +15 years

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Clown
CIA.LA TAL
Cataluña

Italino grand hotel
De Jordi Magdaleno
In the basement of ITALINO GRAND HOTEL you
find the laundry. There, a solitary character
cleans, irons and perfumes the sheets. He lives
and dreams between them and hides his
loneliness by talking to the machines and playing
with his own shadow.

http://cialatal.com/ca/italino-grand-hotel

Saturday 19 at18.30 h
and at 20.00 h
TEATRE
55 minutes
Recommended age + 6 years
www.cialatal.com

WORK IN PROGRESS
Visual theater
SENSE TEXT
LaBú THEATER
Cataluña

Fragile
De Anna Ros y Andreu Sans
We want to share emotions with our audience to
make them vibrate and enjoy the experience of
feeling. We don’t want to tell a story – we want to
show fragility as a state in which walking the
tightrope is presented beautifully and powerfully.
I invite you to feel with freedom, to get excited, to
not understand, to reject and to get lost.
Two actors on stage create visual landscapes
suspended in an indefinite space, vulnerable and
possible. A challenge through visual poetry and
movement.
A visual poetry show for all audiences with unique
aesthetics suggesting visual landscapes that take
the audience into a state of lightness and
freedom.
Saturday 19 at 18.30 h
POLIESPORTIU 2
20 minutes + colloquium
For all audiences
www.labuTheater.com

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Puppet theater
COMA 14
Mallorca. Baleares

On és quan no hi és?
De Jorge Navarro de Lemus y Tolo Ferrà
Nina’s grandmother passed away.
She doesn’t understand the meaning. She’s sad.
Her parents explain nothing to her.
Where are you, granny?

https://www.ioutube.com/watch?v=5h0m46HsMg&t=72s

Saturday 19 at 20.00
and at22.00 h
ES CREMAT
60 minutes
Recommended age + 5 years
www.coma14Theater.com

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Storyteller
MARINO E MARINI
Mallorca. Baleares

Màquina Gramòptica
Universal
De Adrià Martí y Jaume Catany
Marino and Marini present their mysterious coffer:
an automated chest, full of gears and ropes,
which transforms the books into reality.
A machine that gives life to words.

Parade
BOIETS DE FOC I BOIETONS
Mallorca, Baleares

Roda que roda
"Grow and multiply," says the book of Genesis.
Yes, they who are not from Earth have also done
it! They did not want to let the Vilafranca's hell be
left as an empty lot and they landed. Just in
case, in a few years could no longer collect the
retirement pension (young people have to do
work so that the old ones can collect!) Well, now,
Boiets and Boietons roll together through the
streets and squares, as always, wanting to party.
How in life, old people still stretch the wheel, but
young people push hard. How it has to be!

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Theater-Dance
CASTELLANO
CUARTA PARED
Madrid

En viaje
De Clara Santafe y Milagro Lalli
Huda and Nama are mother and daughter, two
indefatigable travellers who embark on an
odyssey without a way back.
En viaje tells the story of a family that, because of
the war, must embark on a journey to a place
that allows them to rebuild their lives. A journey
that is sustained by imagination, play and hope
in search of a better destination.
https://www.cuartapared.es/project/en-viaje/

Saturday 19 at 21.00
Saturday 19 at 20.00
and at 22.00 h
CA SES MONGES
40 minutes
Recommended age + 3 years
https://www.facebook.com/marinoemarini?fref=comp

ITINERANTE
40 minutes
For all audiences

Saturday 19 at 23.15 h
Sunday 20 at 13.30 h
POLIESPORTIU 1
50 minutes
Recommended age of 7 to 12 years
www.cuartapared.es

Discjòquei
DOCTOR MAGNETO
Mallorca, Baleares

Festa Doctor Magneto
Dr. Magneto is dedicated to the recovery and
rehabilitation of waste and scrap, plastic surgery
and vinyl puncture. His vinyl acupressure sessions
are indicated for a large number of physical,
psychological and emotional pathologies and
are always accompanied by the therapeutic
movements of his minimaggi-gogos.

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Theater

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Musical theater

LA PERA LLIMONERA
Cataluña

MOSKITASMUERTAS
Formentera. Baleares

Baobab. Un arbre, un
bolet i un esquirol

Ella Balla

De Sergi Casanovas, Toni Albà i Pere Romagosa
Two hawkers sheltering from a big storm tell the
great adventure of a mushroom and a squirrel
looking for a new tree to move in after the start
of a war.

De MoskitasMuertas
Bea, Tea, Sea, Lea does not like to stay still and
seated the whole day. She cannot keep up with
this world if she is inactive. Neither doctors nor
massage therapists could help her… but music
will offer her the freedom to express herself with
body movement and find, finally, her own
rhythm.

https://ioutu.be/NPauaTLiF8M
https://vimeo.com/303750970
2019 Premio Mejor Espectáculo Mostra d'Igualada
2019 Premio Xarxa Alcover

Saturday 19 at 24.00
SPECIAL SOIREE!
S’ESTANC VELL
60 minutes
For all audiences

Sunday 20 at 10.30 h
and at 20.00 h
SHOW OF CONCLUSION
POLIESPORTIU 1
55 minutes
Recommended age + 6 years
www.laperallimonera.com

Sunday 20 at 10.30
and at 12.00 h
CA SES MONGES
50 minutes
Recommended age + 6 years
https://lasmoskitasmuertas.tumblr.com

Theater and music
MUSICART LLOSETA
Mallorca. Baleares

La bruixa Ma-Maduixa
De Cristina Llabrés
The protagonist is a stammered witch who does
not have many friends. The values of friendship,
humility and sincerity are present throughout
history while the different songs and activities
develop children's emotional intelligence.
"La bruixa Ma-Maduixa" is a pedagogical and
artistic proposal based on a musical tale created
for children from 3 to 8 years old.

Physical theater, clown and acrobatic
porters
CIA.MOVIMENTS
Cataluña

Lady, Frank & Stein
De Cia. Moviments
Doctor Frank wants to show you the world's
biggest experiment: RESURRECTION! He wants to
bring his wife and love, Lady, back to life. And to
do that, he needs the help of Stein - a very
eager but inexperienced girl. Will the doctor be
able to complete his experiment successfully? A
show with lots of humour and acrobatics that will
make the whole family laugh their head off.

https://bit.ly/2lG81ia

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Puppets and music
CASTELLANO
TÍTERES ETCÉTERA
Andalucia

Pedro y el lobo
De Serguei Prokofiev
Prokofiev's famous musical tale, which Etcetera
turns into a show with narration, puppets, and
many emotions.

https://vimeo.com/38449097

https://vimeo.com/351140829
2015/2016 Premio del público Escenarios de Sevilla
2016 Beca Creación Testimoni Escènic

Sunday 20 at10.30 h
and at 16.00 h
SALÓ PARROQUIAL
50 minutes
Recommended age of 3 to 8 years
www.labruixamamaduixa.com

Sunday 20 at 11.15 h
and at 16.15 h
PLAÇA DELS CENTENARIS
40 minutes
For all audiences
www.ciamoviments.com

Sunday 20 at 12.00 h
and at 13.30 h
TEATRE
45 minutes
Recommended age + 3 years
www.a-mas.net

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Theater of objects
NO TEXT

PREMIER IN BALEARIC
Dance / Installation
NO TEXT

Street theater and music

EL PATIO
La Rioja

IMAGINART
Cataluña

Rodamons

Hubo

Little Night

De Izaskun Fernández i Julián Sáenz-López

De Carles Porta, Eulàlia Ribera, Josep Maria
Baldomà y Jordi Colominas

Hubo, it’s a woman’s life and her shipwreck, a
woman who resists leaving her world, reduced to
an island of stone
Their story is that of many and many who had to
say goodbye to what was once their home
Hubo, it’s a speechless spectacle that speaks of
love, loss, loneliness, memory and social ties.
http://www.ikebanah.es/elpatio_hubo.php

This show plays with the night, with fairy-tale
figures, with humour; it is a bit absurd and
surrealistic. Stars that travel with their handbags,
men with umbrellas falling from heaven, colourful
spots that impregnate everything, a myriad of
cars that try to avoid them… Suggestive images
that stimulate the senses and foster children’s
play, that change their shapes and colours when
someone touches them, when they are run
over…

VIATGE AL MÓN DE N’AINA
Mallorca. Baleares
D’Aina Zuazaga
Oh, no! The tangle’s queen has attacked in
Vilafranca and has hidden Rhythm, Melody and
Harmony in the town, to get us mad.
Help us, we need you! So we can recover music.

https://ioutu.be/HCW9d3Wq0HA
Sunday 20 at 12.00 h
and at 13.30 h
ES CREMAT
45 minutes
Recommended age + 8 years
www.ikebanah.es

Sunday 20 at 12.00 h,
at 12.45 h, at 16.00 h,
at16.45 h and at 17.30 h
POLIESPORTIU 3
25 minutes
Recommended age of 1 to 3 years
www.lasalaTheater.cat

Sunday 20 at 12.45
and at 17.00 h
ITINERANTE
55 minutes
For all audiences

Clown and magic
NO TEXT
CLOWNÓMADAS
Mallorca. Baleares

Utopía
De Rubén Carretero
After many years of travel and adventure,
Rumbo, landing on the stage loaded with trunks
full of extravagant and magical objects. It is here
that he teaches us everything he has lived and
found on his way. He is a dreamer, an excited
and illusionist, a character who loves and lives so
much that he wants to share it with the public.
From each trunk a music sound and objects such
as Diabolos, balloons, butterflies, fireflies, smoke,
soap bubbles appear ... All this is seasoned with
the best humour of a clown and some secret
ingredients such as magic and fantasy. A show
for all audiences that we manage to make you
daydream again.

https://vimeo.com/353822120
3ºPremio Match de Circo Mostra de Alcudia

Sunday 20 at 17.15
and at 18.45 h
TEATRE
50 minutes
For all audiences
www.clownomadas.com

Theater
MYOTRAGUS THEATER
Mallorca. Baleares

El senyor dels contes
Adaptación de Les Rondalles Lluís Valenciano
Gener
The Lord of the Tales is a Balearic bookseller with
family from Menorca, born in Mallorca and
currently living between Ibiza and Formentera. In
this way our character will tell us the stories of The
giant des Vedrà from the island of Ibiza, Master
Gelabert from Menorca, Peter courtier from
Mallorca; and the legend of The Treasure of
Formentera. A set of stories from the popular
culture of our islands full of value and tradition.

ABSOLUTE PREMIER
Músic and animation
TRENCACLOSQUES
Mallorca. Baleares

Trencaclosques a la mar
De Trencaclosques
A suitcase full of songs, dances, textures and
colors to fly and connect with the body, voice
and creativity with the rhythm of our heart.

Semifinalista del Premio BÒTIL 2019

Sunday 20 at 17.15
and at 18.45 h
ES CREMAT
50 minutes
Recommended age of 5 to 10 years
www.miotragusTheater.com

Sunday 20 at18.00 h
PLAZA MAJOR
60 minutes
For all audiences

Interactive installation

Interactive installation

LÎLA JOCS RECICLATS

LUDOTECA DE JARDÍ

Mallorca. Baleares

Mallorca. Baleares

Joc de gegants

Con-tacte

De Emiliano Matesanz

De Ludoteca de Jardí

The dance of the giants is an interactive game
where the public will try to collaborate in the
daily struggle of these great beings inhabitants of
an island that is about to disappear. To avoid this
they must overcome with them all the
challenges imposed by the evil doctor Frying
Pan, a despotic engineer who will try to make
them fail.

CON-TACTO is a new installation by Ludoteca de
Jardí i Carrer that brings together three basic
concepts in the human being: the sense of
touch, the sense of having an encounter with
someone with tenderness, that is, an encounter
with tact; and the intimate and close encounter
in itself, a contact.

Friday 18 de les 16 h at 19 h
Saturday 19 de les 10.30 at 19 h
Sunday 20 de les 10.30 at 19 h
PARC JOSEP MªLLOMPART
For all audiences
www.lilajuegosreciclados.com

Friday 18 de les 16 h at 19 h
Saturday 19 de les 10.30 at 19 h
Sunday 20 de les 10.30 at 19 h
PARC JOSEP MªLLOMPART
For all audiences
www.ludotecadejardi.com

